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Nicolas Clauss has decided to shift from painting in 2000 to use mainly video and 
programming. His installations and paintings of a new kind are generative, non-
static artworks, in a constant "rewriting". 

The Nicolas CLAUSS's approach never stops questioning, in some sort of visual and 
choreographic anthropology, human reality by inventing other ways of exploration of 
moving image. 

His artworks for which he received more than ten prizes are exhibited in Tokyo, Seoul, 
Sydney, Kuala Lumpur, Mexico City, Boston, New York, Toronto, Venice...

NICOLAS CLAUSS

Lives and works in Marseille.

http://www.oliviasappey.com/nicolas-clauss
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FRAMES - 2018 
Nicolas Clauss

For his new creation, the visual artist chose to isolate bodies in movement from any 
natural context and to put them literally "in box". Free of its original context and its 
first destination, the gesture becomes then full object. Every box/video is connected 
with the others and executes a common score. 
▶ GENERATIVE AUDIOVISUAL INSTALLATION 
▶ COPRODUCTION: LES QUINCONCES / L’ESPAL, NATIONAL STAGE OF LE MANS (FR)  

 WITH THE SUPPORT OF DICAM 
▶ VIDEO OF THE INSTALLATION: https://vimeo.com/259134854 
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Les Traversants [The Crossers] - 2017 
Nicolas Clauss

At the beginning there are some containers, goods and the disproportionate scale of 
the harbor of Le Havre, then the metal which draws its furrow in a tunnel of sea and 
sky. In this tunnel, close-up, camera looks from the sailors, cross.  
During Fall 2016, the Martfret maritime transport company welcomed Nicolas Clauss in 
residence aboard the Guiana container ship for a crossing of the Atlantic Ocean for 
about two weeks. It is not the destination but the ceaseless movement of the ship 
that matters, it is the merchandise flow, the overlap of scales, the globalized economy 
and these singular looks. 
▶ MOVIE FOR 3 TO 5 SCREENS, 8 MINUTES 
▶ COPRODUCTION: HORS PISTES / CENTRE POMPIDOU PARIS, WITH THE SUPPORT OF MARFRET 
▶ VIDEO 5 screens: https://vimeo.com/202090547 / VIDEO 1movie: https://vimeo.com/202101316 
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Endless Portraits - 2014/2017 
Nicolas Clauss

Between photography and video, this series of portraits in motion of a new genre 
explores the extension of images through time - eternally expanding moments. 
These portraits have neither beginning nor end and replay indefinitely, according to a 
generative writing, consisting only of a few seconds of film. The random tremble of the 
image and the durability of the looks which fix us install the confusion.  
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS ON LARGE VERTICAL TV MONITORS  

 VIDEO 1: https://vimeo.com/144609449   
 VIDEO 2: https://vimeo.com/112857725  
 VIDEO 3: https://vimeo.com/189295988
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Between photography and video, this series of portraits in motion of a new genre 
explores the extension of images through time - eternally expanding moments. 
These portraits have neither beginning nor end and replay indefinitely, according to a 
generative writing, consisting only of a few seconds of film. The random tremble of the 
image and the durability of the looks which fix us install the confusion.  
▶ GENERATIVE VIDEOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS ON LARGE VERTICAL TV MONITORS  

 VIDEO 1: https://vimeo.com/112857724  
 VIDEO 2: https://vimeo.com/144883229  
 VIDEO 3: https://vimeo.com/189276683
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Agora(s) - 2015 
Nicolas Clauss

Two hundred three second sequences filmed in public spaces in a dozen different 
locations around the world form the basis of this work. Agora(s) explores and 
deconstructs the position of the anonymous individual and his unconscient interaction 
with the outside world. Groups of individuals are formed by chance, linked solely by 
the fact they find themselves in the same place at the same time. In these scenes of 
everyday life we see how individual bodies react within a mass, movements are 
repeated and set against a sparse and hypnotic generative soundtrack to form an 
overa l l choreography. The f i lmed locat ions are geographica l l y, cu l tura l l y and 
economically different. Agora(s) examines the many ways we occupy and cohabit public 
places. We glimpse as passerbys and onlookers stand, sit, play, look up, as their actions 
overlap and collide in squares, parks and beaches all over the world. 
▶ SEMI-RANDOM IMMERSIVE, GENERATIVE AUDIOVISUAL INSTALLATION / VIDEO
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Îlots - 2012 
Nicolas Clauss - with Uriel Barthélémi

This artwork on random decomposition and reorganization of the filmed image creates 
a pictorial landscape in movement. It is also a pictorial and sound work which spreads 
on several screens by following a semi-random partition. The shadow of urbanity 
(speed, contemporary flows, datas) becomes the perception filter in this immersive 
and completely unreal nature.  
▶ GENERATIVE SOUND AND VIDEO INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/80682627  
▶ COPRODUCTION: COMPAGNIE SOUNDTRACK
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Arpettes - 2014 
Nicolas Clauss

Arpettes explores in a semi-random way a sequence of 4 seconds of Fellini's movie, 
Casanova (1974). The triptych without beginning nor end replays infinitely the original 
sequence, reframing it randomly to highlight its plastic and artistic qualities.  
▶ VIDEOGRAPHIC TRIPTYCH / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/112859464  
▶ Technique: 1 PC computer, 1 Full HD (1920x1080px) video projector / screening size: around  

 450 x 140 cm
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In Amarcord - 2013 
Nicolas Clauss

The installation is composed by a sequence from Fellini (Amarcord, 1973) is presented 
in a look on a small monitor, and replayed simultaneously on two video projected 
screens. The random writing of Nicolas Clauss proposes a review of the initial 
sequence. The work on detail, the image zooms introduce new stories and stress 
plastic qualities of the sequence by working the video as a pictorial material. 
▶ VIDEO INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/112852871  
▶ Technique: 3 computers, 2 video projectors, 1 monitor, 1 switch, 1 formwork
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Antscape - 2014 
Nicolas Clauss - with Sylvain Kassap

The Nicolas Clauss's researches meet those of the composer clarinetist Sylvain Kassap 
in a pictorial and musical artwork for several screens where sound and visual scores 
have a dialogue between them. « Mental landscapes », these paintings in movement 
invite the spectator in a sensitive, dreamlike and contemplative experience. 
▶ GENERATIVE INSTALLATION 
▶ PRODUCTION: SECONDE NATURE 
▶ COPRODUCTION: LE LUX SCENE NATIONALE DE VALENCE, GMEM-CNCM-MARSEILLE 
▶ SUPPORTS: DICRÉAM - Dispositif d’aide à la création artistique multimédia, CNC, FONDS  

 [SCAN] RHÔNE-ALPES, DRAC RHÔNE-ALPES, RÉGION RHÔNE-ALPES, DRAC PACA ET RÉGION PACA 
▶ Music technology development: Charles Bascou (Gmem-CNCM-Marseille) 



Entraves - 2013 
Nicolas Clauss

The series Entraves explores the repetition in a choreographic gesture, movement is 
isolated, decomposed until exhaustion. These paintings show tension between danced 
gesture and semi-random processing of the  machine which compels and locks it. 
▶ SERIES OF GENERATIVE VIDEO PAINTINGS / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/112859465  
▶ Dancers: Laura Pétrosino, Gilbert Traina, Séverine Bauvais and Bertrand Lombard.  

 Thanks to choreograph Manon Avram
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The dream machine of Leonardo da Vinci - 2012 
Nicolas Clauss - with Jean-Jacques Birgé

The dream machine is a visual, musical, interactive, dreamlike, playful artwork. A 
contemporary vision of Leonardo da Vinci’s cosmogony, coming form the visual universe 
of Nicolas Clauss and the musical universe of Jean-Jacques Birgé, which invite to 
handling ans contemplation. 
▶ INTERACTIVE APPLICATION FOR iPad / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/112859980  
▶ Edited and produced by the Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie, Paris as part of the Leonard  

 de Vinci – Projects, Drawings, Machines exhibition (Paris - October 23rd, 2012 and August  
 18th, 2013) 

▶ Available for free on App Store
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